Acc. No. 731 Classification ____________ Location ______ 

Identification ________________ Dates ______

Accession form description: Quantity ______

Mobilization Planning

Confidential data on mobilization planning. Nevin L. Bean files. Includes blueprints, process summary data, labor routing sheets, etc. 1955

Appraisal annotation:

Mobilization planning, 1955. 2 transfer cases, N. L. Bean files. Blueprints and summaries for operations to go into immediate effect in case of national emergency labor routing sheets.

From inventory: scope and chief categories: Last box No. ______

Data obtained from examination of the records (Whose? Chief functions or subject areas with approximate percentage of each):

Additional processing indicated and label status:

Information value: (Readily usable? Record of use. Approach through footnotes in books. Appraisers' opinion):